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Currently in our atmosphere there is an excess of carbon dioxide due to many factors such as cars, people,
industries, and deforestation. Deforestation is a very important factor that leads to this immense problem.  Every
year 78 million acres of trees are cut down.  With fewer trees to take in carbon dioxide, there is an increasing
amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.  At ground level, there is also an excess amount of ozone harming
the people, plants, and animals that inhabit the area.  Fuel cells used in vehicles have the possibility to offset this
immense carbon influx.  This is because they only emit water and heat, wheras internal combustion vehicles emit
many harmful pollutants.  Therefore, by converting all vehicles to fuel cell powered vehicles, we will be able to
drastically reduce the amount of carbon dioxide and ground level ozone in our atmoshphere. In our project, we
are trying to find how many internal combustion cars need to be converted to fuel cell cars for every acre of
trees cut down each year.  Also, we are trying to find how many internal combustion vehicles need to be
converted to fuel cell cars to equilibrate the excess amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere worldwide.  In
addition, we are trying to find the new ground ozone levels in particular cities after converting to fuel cell cars. 
Through our experiment, we tested the ground ozone levels of five different cities in Califronia using ozone test
sticks.  Then using an equation that we created, we found that the new ground ozone level for each city would
drop drastically.  We came to the conclusion that nearly all the internal combustion cars need to be converted to
fuel cells to have a significant effect.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

Our project explains how the conversion of internal combustion vehicles to fuel cell vehicles significantly
decreases ground ozone and carbon dioxide levels.
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